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The same truth may be, somewhat differently, stated thus:—
This progressive development of the consciousness—philosophical
and religions—tends gradually to remove the two-fold error, which
man in Ms initial stages commits, of identifying the Mind with the
Self and of locating outside the Mind the sensations which, the mind
makes within itself and of giving them an external reality.
The Indian systems were undoubtedly right in including (as they
have done) the manas (mind), buddhi (intellect), and ahanMra (lower
egohood) among the products of praJcriti (Nature), as distinguished
from the true Self, which is ever the same, and by virtue of which
alone they manifest an intellectuality which we are accustomed to
call our ego. These three are the intellectualising principles of pra-
Jcriti', they constitute what, in European systems, is called the Mind,
and are ever undergoing modifications and changes.
The theory of the Veddnta is that, m every cognition rightly under-
stood, and in consequence of the activities (Karma) which it gives
rise to, there is chitta shuddhi, the progressive development, trans-
formation, and regeneration of man; that is, the mind, which is gener-
ally vacillating, becomes firm and resolute, and thus merges in tuddhi.
The buddhi, likewise, in its progress, enlightens the aham vritti, (the
lower egohood), and this, in its turn, assimilates with the true Self.
Thus, the Self which was set against Self becomes assimilated, so
to speak, with itself. In other words, Subject and Object become
one. Even the lower passions can be brought, in this process of as •
emulation, to do the higher work.1 Thus nothing in this process is
destroyed in reality. All is transformation, not destruction. It
is this assimilation to which the Veddn&a refers in reality when it savs
that the Self should be made free from its upddUes.
This, then, is the summum bonum of the Indian Admita. The Abso-
lute, as it were, perceives itself and rises by degrees to Self realisation2.
1 °4 ?10 teachmgs of the Mar&tha c,f. a similar conception taken by Scotus
samt TuMi^m. The doctrine of Prapa- Erigena from Plotimus : " as iron when
Hra quoted by Prof. Bhann in his Bhag. it becomes red hot, seems to be turned
ixit. u, b4, may well be referred to here. into pure fire, but remains no less iron
Assays-- as the iron, in contact with fire than before, so when rational substances
tecomes fire-like, so the Semes, wlien in pass into God, they do not lose their
contact with the Atman, become Atmwi. identity, but preserve it in a higher state
llKe ~                              of being"—ED.
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